
Consistency and quality are 
essential in the brewing industry. 
Obtaining accurate measurements of 
individual parameters (bitterness, 
alcohol, pH, specific gravity, etc) on 
a routine basis will provide the 
brewer with relevant information 
that is crucial for quality control and 
continued improvement of their 
product. Analysis Laboratory pro-
vides fast, reliable analysis of brew-
ing products, with appropriate fol-
low up, to ensure that you have the 
data necessary for a complete picture
of your product. 
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ANALYSIS LABORATORY, 
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41854 Cut-Off Drive 
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541.451.8571 
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Toll free fax:  866.500.8960 
http://www.analysislaboratory.com/ 
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E WORK TO DEVELOP A RELATIONSHIP 

Is this process in control? 

Are there trends emerging; are changes warranted? 

What are the probable consequences of proposed 

E CULTIVATE THIS RELATIONSHIP BY 

RESPONDING TO CLIENT S NEEDS 

AND CONSTRAINTS 

Mailing sample kits to facilitate collection/shipping. 

Timely acknowledgement of sample receipt and our 
best estimate of results availability. 

E-mail EXCEL file as soon as complete. 

Follow up to assure that the data are useful to proc-
ess decision making and to encourage any ques-
tions/comments. 

E PROMOTE THE PRINCIPLE OF 

ONTINUOUS MPROVEMENT 

Develop a set of questions that describe the process: 

What is it supposed to do? 
How do I know if it’s doing this well? 
What would happen if I change...? 

Collect data consistently and don’t rely on single 

Create a database with the ability to generate charts 
to make the relationships more visible.
trends and develop probabilities. 

41854 Cut-Off Drive / Lebanon, OR 97355-9150 
541.451.8571 

analabor@peak.org  
http://www.analysislaboratory.com/ 

Toll free fax: 866.500.8960 
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Linda Bruslind has extensive experience doing microbiological 
testing for the brewing industry, utilizing both her M.S. in 
Food Science and her Ph.D. in Microbiology. 

Linda has assisted many different producers with the microbi-
ological aspects of their products, from the long-term storage 
of valuable yeast strains to the identification of microbial.  
addition, Linda can help companies with determining what 
tests should be performed, how often they should be per-
formed, as well as with interpretation of the results. 

Many small companies in the brewing industry lack the exper-
tise or supplies necessary to do microbiological testing of their 
products, whether sporadic or routine. Use of a testing labora-
tory such as Analysis Laboratory provides small companies in 
the brewing industry with ready access to microbial expertise 
and supplies on an as needed basis. 

RUSLIND 

Scott Bruslind started his analytical chemistry career charac-
terizing hazardous waste and has since found a niche in 
food/beverage process control. Both a producer and end-user 
of analytical test results, he understands how data can be 
used to competitive advantage. The goal of Analysis Labora-
tory is to build relationships with clients, so that the meas-
urements and observations made in the lab will ensure con-
tinued success. 

Small, consistent steps form the foundation of these relation-
Scott pays particular attention to the 

; optimizing the flow of samples through the lab and 
into useable data. 

Scott relays his observations via e-mail in worksheets to en-
able scalability.  Each data set can be used to build a long 

That picture helps inform future decisions and 
predicts the likely outcome of any changes. 

“Analysis Lab
helps Rogue Nation  

Director of Le






